PURPOSE:
To are approximately equal to these scan times (10). In PRG, we apply the concept of centering the scan on a quiescent period to these faster scanners.
To deal with aperiodicities in respiratory motion (11), we meplaced the assumption of periodic respiration with an algorithm that predicts when a quiescent period is about to occur and then appropriately times the start of scan acquisition.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We first characterized respiratory motion in a small group of volunteers to as- scanner.
Motion Phantom
We tested the PRG system by scanning a motion phantom (12) (Fig 1) . The GE (Fig 3) . In another subject, the period and end-inspinatomy chest-wall position were nearly constant over several breaths, but end-expiratory position was not (Fig 4) . In a third subject, the period changed, and there was substantial variation in chest-wall position at end inspiration (Fig 5) .
The 
The motion phantom was programmed to simulate the breathing of subjects 1, 2, and 3 ( (Fig 6b) . Moving the section in the pattern of the mespiratony motion of subject 1 but using PRG to start the scanner resulted in an image with reduced streaking and doubling (Fig 6c) . Similar results were 
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